
 

 
  

 

 

  

Listing refers to the admission of securities of a public limited company on a recognized stock 

exchange for trading. The process of listing helps the company to create wealth for its 

shareholders and promoters.  

 

SME Exchange is an Exchange established to enable the Small and Medium sized Enterprises to get 

listed and work more efficiently. Several major exchanges across the globe have established a 

separate SME exchange for the listing and trading of securities of SMEs. In India, two major SME 

Exchanges are working viz. BSE SME established by the Bombay Stock Exchange and EMERGE, 

established by National Stock Exchange. Listing on a SME exchange gives the SME vast benefits 

both as compared to the companies listed on the main board and unlisted companies.  

 

As we know that SMEs are the backbone of a nation’s economy. They are one of the major 

economic drivers in India which constitute bulk of the industrial base, also contributing 



significantly to the exports and GDP. However, owing to paucity of low cost debt, SMEs face 

perennial challenges in raising low cost funds. Access to capital financing through the listing route 

can help the SMEs tide over the challenges of funding and also create wealth for the promoters 

and shareholders.  

 

Against this backdrop, under PHD KAS project, PHD Chamber of Commerce and Industry is organising a 

“Workshop on  Wealth Creation through SME Listing on SME Exchange ”  on 9th May 2019 at 10:00 am at 

PHD House, New Delhi. 

 

Objective of the Workshop - The main objectives of this workshop are to create awareness about the 

importance of listing of shares on Stock Exchanges and to sensitise SMEs about the following: 

 

 The benefits of SME Listing 

 Wealth Creation through Listing 

 Pre requisites of Listing 

   

Registration Fees – Rs 1000/- (plus 18% GST) 

 

(Fees will include Tea/Coffee/Refreshments, Lunch and study material)  

 

You are requested to kindly confirm your participation by sending us a duly filled in Response Slip which is 

appended herewith by mailing at kanchanzutshi@phdcci.in; mithilesh@phdcci.in;  parul.batra@phdcci.in; 

Prior confirmation is essential as per the below format at the earliest enabling us to make necessary 

arrangements.  

 

 Yours Sincerely 

 

Ms.Kanchan Zutshi 

Secretary 

PHD Chamber of Commerce & Industry 

 
 

 

 

 

---------------------------- Response Form  ----------------------------- 
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Workshop on 

Wealth Creation through SME 

Listing on SME Exchange 
on 9TH May 2019, 10:00 am at PHD House, New Delhi 

 

  
Delegate 1 Delegate 2 

Name 
    

Designation     

Organization 
  

Address 
  

Tel # & Mobile#   

Fax #   

E-mail- id   

                             

A cheque/demand draft of Rs. ___________ (No. ______________ dated __________ 

drawn on __________________________) being participation fee in favour of PHD 

Chamber of Commerce and Industry, payable at New Delhi is enclosed. 

  

 ___________________________________                                       ______________ 

Name & Designation of nominating 

authority                                                                                                             (Signature)  

               

For registration e-mail/ fax to 

Ms Kanchan Zutshi 

Secretary, MSME Committee 

PHD Chamber of Commerce & Industry 

PHD House, 4/2, Sri Institutional Area, New Delhi – 110016 

Tel: 011- 49545454, 26863801-04 Extn. 278 

Fax: 26855450 M : 9818778399 Email: kanchanzutshi@phdcci.in 
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